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Much of the emerging Protestantism of the sixteenth century
produced a Reformation in conscious opposition to formal
philosophy. Nevertheless, sectors of the Reformation
produced a spiritualizing form of Platonism in the drive for
correct devotion. Out of an understandable fear of idolatry
or displacement of the uniquely redemptive place of Christ,
Christian piety moved away from the senses and the material
world--freshly uncovered in the Reformation. This volume
argues, however, that in the quest for restoring "true
religion," sectors of the Protestant tradition impugned too
severely the material components of prior Christian
devotion. Larry Harwood argues that a similar spiritualizing
tendency can be found in other Christian traditions, but
that its applicability to the particulars of the Christian
religion is nevertheless questionable. Moreover, in that
quest of a spiritualizing Protestant "true religion," the
Christian God could shade toward the conceptual god of the
philosophers, with devotees construed as rationalist
philosophers. Part of the paradoxical result was to propel
the Protestant devotee toward a denuded worship for material
worshipers of the Christian God who became flesh.
When, in October 1517, Martin Luther pinned his Ninety-Five
Theses to the door of All Saints' Church in Wittenberg he
shattered the foundations of western Christendom. The
Reformation of doctrine and practice that followed Luther's
seismic action, and protest against the sale of indulgences,
fragmented the Church and overturned previously accepted
certainties and priorities. But it did more, challenging the
relationship between spiritual and secular authority,
perceptions of the supernatural, the interpretation of the
past, the role of women in society and church, and clerical
attitudes towards marriage and sex. Drawing on the most
recent historiography, Helen L Parish locates the Protestant
Reformation in its many cultural, social and political
contexts. She assesses the Reformers' impact on art and
architecture; on notions of authority, scripture and
tradition; and - reflecting on the extent to which the
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printing
press helped
spread Reformation ideas - on oral,
print and written culture.
Andreas Bodenstein von Karlstadt played a key role in the
development of the evangelical understanding of the Lord's
Supper. In 1521 he wrote several pamphlets urging a reform
of the Mass. In 1524 he broke with Martin Luther and
published a second group of pamphlets rejecting the
traditional belief in Christ's corporeal presence in the
Eucharist. Despite the importance of Karlstadt's tracts,
they are little known today, and his understanding of the
Lord's Supper is often reduced to a caricature. For the
first time, Amy Nelson Burnett translates his thirteen
pamphlets into English, illuminating Karlstadt's importance
for the Reformation debate over the Eucharist and his
contribution to what would become Reformed sacramental
theology.
Antiquity, Memory, and the Cult of Ruins
The Renaissance in the Nineteenth Century
Youth in Society, 1150-1650
Godly Magistrates and Church Order
Calvinism and the Arts
A Controversy in Nürnberg in 1530 Over Freedom of Worship
and Authority of Secular Government in Spiritual Matters :
Five Documents Translated, with an Introduction and Notes
The First Forty Years
"Religions teach their adherents how to see and feel at the same time, so
learning to see is not a disembodied process but one hammered out on
the forge of human need, social relations, and material practice. Therefore,
religions may be studied through the lens of salient visual themes. This
book tells a history of Catholic and Protestant Christianity since the
sixteenth century by selecting visual themes that have shaped the
development of the religion throughout the modern era. Chapters examine
a variety of visual practices, including imagination, envisioning
nationhood, the likeness of Jesus, modern art as a spiritual quest, the
material life of words, and the importance of images for education,
devotion, worship, and domestic life."--Provided by publisher.
Sansovino successively dismantled and reconstituted the categories of artmaking. Hardly capable of sustaining a program of reform, the
experimental art of this period was succeeded by a new era of cultural
codification in the second half of the sixteenth century. -The first comprehensive analysis of the artist’s Roman ruin drawings.
Three parts take us from Van Heemskerck’s training to his Roman stay
and his post-Roman phase. A catalog presents Van Heemskerck’s
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drawings in up-to-date digital photographs.
History, Art, and Controversy
A Magnificent Faith
Protestant Aesthetics and the Arts
Denuded Devotion to Christ
Du Bellay, Ronsard, Sebillet
Idolatry and Commodity Fetishism in English Literature, 1580–1680
Maarten van Heemskerck’s Rome
This book demonstrates how Calvin's uncompromising stance
on sacred images gained favor throughout Europe and was
increasingly seen in the years between 1550 and 1600 as the
unavoidable culmination of the "Sola Scriptura" principle.
It also documents in detail how Catholic doctrine evolved
to counteract the radical positions of Calvinism and how
this doctrine translated through pastoral action into the
new artistic trends - in both architecture and painting which dominated the Seventeenth century.
This book offers portraits of twenty of the secondary
theologians of the Reformation period. In addition to
describing a particular theologian, each portrait explores
one problem in 16th-century Christian thought. Catholic,
Lutheran, Reformed, and Radical thinkers are all
represented in this volume, which serves as both an
introduction to the field and a handy reference for
scholars.
Few areas of early modern English history have roused such
passions and interpretations as the rule of Mary Tudor and
her efforts to return the country to Catholicism following
the reigns of her father and brother. In this book, Dr
Wizeman explores Catholic theology and spirituality
according to the religious literature printed during the
reign of Mary Tudor (1553-1558). As part of the strategy to
renew Catholic religion in England after the reformations
under Henry VIII and Edward VI, Marian theologians, authors
and editors produced numerous works of catechesis,
religious polemic, devotion and sermons. These writings
demonstrate that the Catholicism of Marian England was not
a mere insular reaction to the preceding decades of
religious change, nor a via media polity which eschewed
important elements of traditional religion while embracing
tenets of the Reformation. Rather the theology and
spirituality of Mary Tudor's church, as well as many of its
strategies for religious renewal, was intimately connected
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to - and in fact anticipated or paralleled - the theology,
spirituality and strategies for reform embraced by CounterReformation Catholicism, especially after the promulgation
of the decrees of the Council of Trent (1545-1563). After
considering the recent historiography of Mary Tudor's
reign, the book contextualises these writings through a
brief history of the Marian church and a discussion of the
authors and dedicatees. It then presents an analysis of the
Marian writers' and theologians' views on revelation,
christology, soteriology, ecclesiology, sacramental
theology, piety and eschatology. Finally, the study
compares the Catholic belief asserted in these works to
that found in texts by English theologians printed before
1553, especially John Fisher, and by contemporary
theologians in Europe, particularly Bartolomé Carranza, as
well as the Tridentine catechism, and the decrees and
official texts of the English Reformation.
The Controversy of Renaissance Art
Karlstadt, Emser, and Eck on sacred images
A Reformation Debate
Art and Miracle in Renaissance Tuscany
A Guide to Righteous Living and Other Works
Orality, Writing, Typography, and Printed Images in the
History of Architectural Theory
The Controversy on Images from Calvin to Baronius
In Florence, in the summer of 1501, a man named Antonio Rinaldeschi was arrested and hanged
after throwing horse dung at an outdoor painting of the Virgin Mary. His punishment was
severe, even for the times, and the crimes with which he was formally charged, gambling,
blasphemy and attempted suicide, did not normally warrant the death penalty. Sacrilege and
Redemption in Renaissance Florence unveils a series of newly discovered sources concerning
this striking episode. The authors show how the political and religious context of Renaissance
Florence resulted both in Rinaldeschi's death sentence and in the creation by the followers of
Savonarola of a new religious devotion, in the heart of the city, commemorating the event. -Amazon.com.
On 23 May 1498 Girolamo Savonarola, one of the most spell-binding figures of the Italian
Renaissance, was publicly burned at the stake on the main piazza of Florence on trumped-up
charges of heresy and sedition. Thus ended the friar's meteoric rise to power and his
unprecedented influence over Florentine society. Though his ashes were unceremoniously
dumped into the River Arno the moment the cinders had died away, the fire of his teachings
could not be extinguished, nor could Florentines forget the rivetting preacher from Ferrara
who, in four short years, had turned their city upside down. Neither could Italians nor, more
generally, European reformers, for they soon turned Savonarola into a prophet of renewal and
into a symbol of the struggle against corruption. Whether he was one or the other or neither, is
still very much under debate. This collection of texts from Savonarola's extensive body of works
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seeks toInprovide
the English
With samples from his letters to his poems, from his sermons to his pastoral works, it more than
doubles the number of Savonarola's works currently available in English. In so doing, it makes
his teachings that much more accessible to wide range of scholars and students alike.
The phenomenon of iconoclasm, expressed through hostile actions towards images, has
occurred in many different cultures throughout history. The destruction and mutilation of
images is often motivated by a blend of political and religious ideas and beliefs, and the
distinction between various kinds of ’iconoclasms’ is not absolute. In order to explore further
the long and varied history of iconoclasm the contributors to this volume consider iconoclastic
reactions to various types of objects, both in the very recent and distant past. The majority focus
on historical periods but also on history as a backdrop for image troubles of our own day.
Development over time is a central question in the volume, and cross-cultural influences are
also taken into consideration. This broad approach provides a useful comparative perspective
both on earlier controversies over images and relevant issues today. In the multimedia era
increased awareness of the possible consequences of the use of images is of utmost importance.
’Iconoclasm from Antiquity to Modernity’ approaches some of the problems related to the
display of particular kinds of images in conflicted societies and the power to decide on the use of
visual means of expression. It provides a deeper understanding of the mechanisms of the
phenomenon of iconoclasm. Of interest to a wide group of scholars the contributors draw upon
various sources and disciplines, including art history, cultural history, religion and
archaeology, as well as making use of recent research from within social and political sciences
and contemporary events. Whilst the texts are addressed primarily to those researching the
Western world, the volume contains material which will also be of interest to students of the
Middle East.
A Brief History of the Centre for Reformation and Renaisssance Studies, 1964-2004
Reformers in the Wings
Sacrilege and Redemption in Renaissance Florence
Shell Games
Whether Secular Government Has the Right to Wield the Sword in Matters of Faith
The Religious Paintings of Hendrick ter Brugghen
Idols of the Marketplace
The Reformation was one of the defining cultural turning points in Western history, even if there
is a longstanding stereotype that Protestants did away with art and material culture. Rather than
reject art and aestheticism, Protestants developed their own aesthetic values, which Protestant
Aesthetics and the Arts addresses as it identifies and explains the link between theological
aesthetics and the arts within a Protestant framework across five-hundred years of history.
Featuring essays from an international gathering of leading experts working across a diverse set
of disciplines, Protestant Aesthetics and the Arts is the first study of its kind, containing essays
that address Protestantism and the fine arts (visual art, music, literature, and architecture), and
historical and contemporary Protestant theological perspectives on the subject of beauty and
imagination. Contributors challenge accepted preconceptions relating to the boundaries of
theological aesthetics and religiously determined art; disrupt traditional understandings of
periodization and disciplinarity; and seek to open rich avenues for new fields of research.
Building on renewed interest in Protestantism in the study of religion and modernity and the
return to aesthetics in Christian theological inquiry, this volume will be of significant interest to
scholars of Theology, Aesthetics, Art and Architectural History, Literary Criticism, and Religious
History.
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For medieval
and early modern
Europeans, contemporary culture was often refracted through
the legend of Troy, arguably the most important set of stories outside the Bible for centuries of
western European history. These stories were transmitted in dozens of competing versions, and
contemporary local events were habitually understood in the context of a pagan legend whose
origins were remote and whose mandate was ambiguous. The fifteen essays in this volume
offer compelling new treatments of these now-evaporated fantasies of Troy, which were central
to the European social imaginary. The essays consider texts and performances of Troy across
a wide generic range, from learned court poetry to burlesque, from treatises on linguistic history
to public spectacles.
Miraculous images are the focus for an exploration of art and devotion in Renaissance Italy.
Johannes Brenz and the Establishment of the Lutheran Territorial Church in Germany,
1524-1559
Fantasies of Troy
The Profession of the Religious and Selections from The Falsely-believed and Forged Donation
of Constantine
The Queen's Majesty's Passage & Related Documents
Studies in Scams, Frauds, and Deceits (1300-1650)
Iconoclasm from Antiquity to Modernity
Art and Identity in Lutheran Germany

A Reformation DebateKarlstadt, Emser and Eck on Sacred Images :
Three Treatises in TranslationCentre for Reformation and
Renaissance StudiesA Reformation debateKarlstadt, Emser, and Eck
on sacred imagesThe New Westminster Dictionary of Church
History: The early, medieval, and Reformation erasWestminster
John Knox Press
The first in-depth study of the Utrecht artist to address
questions beyond connoisseurship and attribution, this book
makes a significant contribution to Ter Brugghen and Northern
Caravaggist studies. Focusing on the Dutch master's simultaneous
use of Northern archaisms with Caravaggio's motifs and style,
Natasha Seaman nuances our understanding of Ter Brugghen's
appropriations from the Italian painter. Her analysis centers on
four paintings, all depicting New Testament subjects. They
include Ter Brugghen's largest and first known signed work
(Crowning with Thorns), his most archaizing (the Crucifixion),
and the two paintings most directly related to the works of
Caravaggio (the Doubting Thomas and the Calling of Matthew). By
examining the ways in which Ter Brugghen's paintings
deliberately diverge from Caravaggio's, Seaman sheds new light
on the Utrecht artist and his work. For example, she
demonstrates that where Caravaggio's paintings are boldly
illusionistic and mimetic, thus de-emphasizing their
materiality, Ter Brugghen's works examined here create the
opposite effect, connecting their content to their made form.
This study not only illuminates the complex meanings of the
paintings addressed here, but also offers insights into the
image debates and the status of devotional art in Italy and
Utrecht in the seventeenth century by examining one artist's
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In this book Mario Carpo discusses the communications media used
by Western architects, from classical antiquity to modern
classicism, showing how each medium related to specific forms of
architectural thinking.".
The Forge of Vision
Florence in the Time of the Medici
Public Celebrations, Politics, and Literature in the Fifteenth
and Sixteenth Centuries
Four Early Stories of Star-crossed Love
Responding to Sexual Disease in Early Modern Europe
A Short History of the Reformation

The nineteenth century witnessed rapid economic and social
developments, profound political and intellectual upheaval, and startling
innovations in art and literature. As Europeans peered into an uncertain
future, they drew upon the Renaissance for meaning, precedents, and
identity. Many claimed to find inspiration or models in the Renaissance, but
as we move across the continent's borders and through the century's
decades, we find that the Renaissance was many different things to many
different people. This collection brings together the work of sixteen authors
who examine the many Renaissances conceived by European novelists
and poets, artists and composers, architects and city planners, political
theorists and politicians, businessmen and advertisers. The essays fall into
three groups: "Aesthetic Recoveries of Strategic Pasts"; "The Renaissance
in Nineteenth-Century Culture Wars"; and "Material Culture and
Manufactured Memories."
Postmodern society seems incapable of elaborating an ethical critique of
the market economy. Early modern society showed no such reticence.
Between 1580 and 1680, Aristotelian teleology was replaced as the
dominant mode of philosophy in England by Baconian empiricism. This
was a process with implications for every sphere of life: for politics and
theology, economics and ethics, aesthetics and sexuality. Through
nuanced and original readings of Shakespeare, Herbert, Donne, Milton,
Traherne, and Bunyan, David Hawkes sheds light on the antitheatrical
controversy, and early modern debates over idolatry and value and trade.
Hawkes argues that the people of Renaissance England believed that the
decline of telos resulted in a reified, fetishistic mode of consciousness
which manifests itself in such phenomena as religious idolatry, commodity
fetish, and carnal sensuality. He suggests that the resulting early modern
critique of the market economy has much to offer postmodern society.
It is often thought that the French Reformer John Calvin (1509-1564) had a
negative attitude towards the arts, particularly visual art. However, in
Calvinism and the Arts: A Re-assessment, Dr. Joby argues that in Calvin's
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writings and in the development of the Reformed tradition more generally,
it is possible to discern a more positive attitude than has hitherto been
recognized. He makes a start by examining exactly what type of visual art
Calvin rejected and what type he affirmed. He goes on to consider how
Calvin's epistemology and eschatology can be used to argue for the
placing of certain types of art, notably histories and landscape paintings,
within Reformed churches and then devotes separate chapters to reflecting
on how music, architecture and church decoration within the Reformed
tradition provide further arguments for the use of these works of art. In the
final section, he looks at specific histories and landscapes from the Dutch
Golden Age and considers how the form and content of both of these types
of art provide us with further ontological and epistemological arguments
which inevitably lead to the conclusion that their continued exclusion from
Reformed churches is no longer tenable.
Culture, Society and Politics in Renaissance Italy : Essays in Honour of
John M. Najemy
Karlstadt, Emser and Eck on Sacred Images : Three Treatises in Translation
A Visual History of Modern Christianity
Classical Tales and the Social Imaginary in Medieval and Early Modern
Europe
Florence and Beyond
Sins of the Flesh
The Theology and Spirituality of Mary Tudor's Church
A Magnificent Faith explains how and why Lutheranism - a confession that derived its significance
from the promulgation of God's Word - became a visually magnificent faith, a faith whose
adherents sought to captivate Christians' hearts and minds through seeing as well as through
hearing. Although Protestantism is no longer understood as an exclusively word-based religion, the
paradigm of evangelical ambivalence towards images retains its power. This is the first study to
offer an account of the Reformation origins and subsequent flourishing of the Lutheran baroque,
of the rich visual culture that developed in parts of the Holy Roman Empire during the later
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. The volume opens with a discussion of the legacy of the
Wittenberg Reformation. Three sections then focus on the confessional, devotional, and magnificent
image, exploring turning points in Lutherans' attitudes towards religious art. Drawing on a wide
variety of archival, printed, and visual sources from two of the Empire's most important Protestant
territories - Saxony, the heartland of the Reformation, and Brandenburg - A Magnificent Faith
shows the extent to which Lutheran culture was shaped by territorial divisions. It traces the
development of a theologically-grounded aesthetic, and argues that images became prominent
vehicles for the articulation of Lutheran identity not only amongst theologians but also amongst
laymen and women. By examining the role of images in the Lutheran tradition as it developed over
the course of two centuries, A Magnificent Faith offers a new understanding of the relationship
between Protestantism and the visual arts.
The aim of this volume is to formulate an alternative account of personification, to demonstrate the
ingenuity with which this multifaceted device was utilized by late medieval and early modern
authors and artists in Italy, England, Scotland, and the Low Countries
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The cross
intense feelings
readers on an intellectual and spiritual journey through the 2,000-year evolution of the cross as idea
and artifact, illuminating the controversies and forms of devotion this central symbol of Christianity
inspires.
The Premodern Teenager
Personification
Architecture in the Age of Printing
The Ascetic Piety of Protestant True Religion in the Reformation
A Re-assessment
Romeo and Juliet Before Shakespeare
The Trial of Nicholas Throckmorton
Jerald Bauer's Westminster Dictionary of Church History was originally
published in 1969 and has ably served an entire generation of pastors,
students, and scholars over the last decades of the twentieth century.
In recognition of both the dictionary's age and the latest
developments in patristics and other fields of study, Westminster John
Knox Press commissioned this volume to continue in the previous work's
tradition by providing up-to-date and immediate, authoritative, and
introductory definitions and explanations of the major personalities,
events, facts, and movements in the history of Christianity. Volume
One covers the early, medieval, and Reformation periods and contains
nearly fourteen hundred articles written by more than two hundred
contributors. Volume Two will cover the modern period, from 1700 on.
This volume celebrates John M. Najemy and his contributions to the
study of Florentine and Italian Renaissance history. Over the last
three decades, his books and articles on Florentine politics and
political thought have substantially revised the narratives and
contours of these fields. They have also provided a framework into
which he has woven innovative new threads that have emerged in
Renaissance social and cultural history. Presented by his many
students and friends, the essays aim to highlight his varied interests
and to suggest where they may point for future studies of Florence
and, indeed, beyond. -- Amazon.com.
Few illnesses in the early modern period carried the impact of the
dreaded pox, a lethal sexually transmitted disease usually thought to
be syphilis. In the early sixteenth century the disease quickly
emerged as a powerful cultural force. Just as powerful were the
responses of doctors, bureaucrats, moralists, playwrights, and
satirists. These ten essays gauge the impact of sexual disease on
early modern society by exploring the ways in which European culture
reacted to the presence of a new deadly sexual infection. Articles
about scientific and medical responses analyze how physicians
incorporated the disease within existing intellectual frameworks.
Studies in literary and metaphoric responses examine how early modern
writers put images of sexual infection and the diseased body to a
range of rhetorical and political uses. Finally, essays about
institutional and policing responses chronicle how authorities
responded to the crisis and how these public health responses linked
up with wider campaigns to police sexuality.
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And, Basilikon
Doron
Poetry & Language in 16th-century France
The Cross
Reinventing Christian Painting after the Reformation in Utrecht
The Eucharistic Pamphlets of Andreas Bodenstein von Karlstadt
The Case of Antonio Rinaldeschi
The New Westminster Dictionary of Church History: The early, medieval,
and Reformation eras
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